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Instructions

Read the following instructions carefully

1. Write your Hall Ticket Number in the specified space on answer sheet and in the space provided above
2. Follow the additional instructions written on the Answer sheet
3. Hand over the Answer sheet at the end of the examination
4. This question paper has two Sections—Section A and Section B
5. Write the answers for Section A and Section B by mentioning the section and question number in the Answer sheet clearly
6. Each Section carries 40 marks
7. Answer two questions from Section A and Section B
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Section A

Answer any TWO

1. ‘Health Belief Model has potential utility’—Justify
2. Define Attitude. Can attitudes be changed? If yes, what are the factors influencing attitude change? Illustrate the theory of elaboration likelihood model of persuasion
3. Describe the role of Psychological factors in exacerbation of pain perception. What are the possible interventions administered by a Health Psychologist to a patient in pain?
4. Illustrate the application of Cognitive Behavioural approaches to bring change in health behaviour

Section B

Answer any TWO

1. Describe the differences among cross-sectional, longitudinal, and sequential designs used in developmental research
2. What are the various types of measurement scales? Elaborate
3. Are reliability and validity essential in test construction in Psychology? Justify with appropriate arguments
4. What is hypothesis testing? Explain with hypothetical examples the types of errors with reference to the alpha levels fixed